For Safety and Justice, Enact Policies to Limit Non-Safety-Related Traffic Stops

Nationally, police stop more than 20 million motorists a year for alleged traffic violations.\(^1\) A large portion of these stops—estimates range from a third to nearly half—are for minor violations that do not affect public safety, such as driving with a single broken taillight, expired or defective vehicle registrations, a missing inspection sticker, or window tint.\(^2\) Addressing these non-safety-related stops is emerging as a key solution to the physical, psychological, and economic harms of traffic stops in the United States, as well as high traffic fatalities nationwide.\(^3\)

Backed by the evidence, cities from Philadelphia to Memphis and states from Virginia to Oregon have enacted policies that remove police from enforcement of some or all minor traffic infractions. Extensive research shows that these policies provide four key benefits:

1. **They improve traffic safety.** Limiting these stops frees officers to focus enforcement on unsafe driving behavior. A major study showed that by virtually eliminating low-level stops, one jurisdiction in North Carolina was able to increase the number of stops for dangerous driving.\(^4\) This reduced traffic accidents and racial disparities in overall stops—with no impact on non-traffic related crime.\(^5\)

2. **They improve public safety and community trust.** The frequency of these stops and their disparate impact on communities of color compound distrust in government institutions, such as police departments and prosecutors’ offices, which depend on the public’s cooperation to solve crimes.\(^6\)

3. **They spare drivers the dangers of traffic stops.** More than 1,100 people are killed by police each year, and roughly 10 percent of these deaths involve traffic stops.\(^7\) Further, the social costs of police interactions like traffic stops include harms to health, educational development, and economic security.\(^8\)

4. **They reduce harmful racial disparities.** The harms of traffic stops are not equally felt. More than a quarter of people killed in traffic stops are Black, despite Black people making up only 12 percent of the population.\(^9\) And although racial disparities abound throughout traffic enforcement, studies find greater disparities in non-safety-related stops than in safety-related stops.\(^10\) Limiting these stops works: after Philadelphia instituted its policy on non-safety-related stops, traffic stops involving Black men for the infractions included in the policy went down 54 percent.\(^11\)

Opponents of these polices tend to rely on two demonstrably false arguments:

**Myth #1: These stops are necessary to get guns off the street.** In fact, non-safety-related traffic stops very rarely result in the recovery of guns or other contraband.\(^12\) A 2018 study of non-moving violation traffic stops in Nashville found that less than one-tenth of 1 percent of such stops resulted in police citing or arresting someone for possessing a weapon.\(^13\) It also found that when traffic stops went down, crime did not go up. In general, research shows that traffic stops are not an effective crime fighting tool.\(^14\) For example, the largest eight California police departments confiscate firearms in only about 0.5 percent of all traffic stops.\(^15\)

**Myth #2: These stops are necessary to get dangerous drivers off the road.** Eliminating non-safety-related stops does not prevent police from stopping drivers for more serious equipment violations, like two missing headlights or anything causing visibly reckless driving. Additionally, a Connecticut analysis found that the equipment violations enforced in non-safety-related stops do not contribute to accidents. For example, defective lighting accounted for 9.4 percent of all Connecticut traffic stops, but only 0.1 percent of crashes between 2015 and 2019.\(^16\)

Recent polling found that 69 percent of all voters support these policies, with support from 81 percent of Democrats and 59 percent of Republicans.\(^17\) Everyone in the United States deserves to be safe behind the wheel—these policies are a crucial step in that direction.
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